
5 Best Minecraft Servers Like Mineplex
 

For players out there in search of a cracked server various to Mineplex, Blocks MC may be

the perfect solution.
 

Featuring well-recognized gamemodes akin to BedWars, Egg Wars, Homicide Mystery,

UHC, Skyblock, The Bridge, and SkyBlock, Blocks MC has turn into highly regarded

throughout the cracked Minecraft community.
 

For these unaware, cracked Minecraft is an illegitimate and often free model of Minecraft

downloaded on the internet. Cracked Minecraft users can't be a part of regular Minecraft

servers and as a substitute should be part of special "cracked servers".
 

Common Playercount: 1,000+
 

Minecraft Model: Latest (Java Edition - Cracked)
 

3) HiveMC
 

With a legacy of over thirteen million gamers having connected throughout the years, many

lengthy-time period Minecrafters will immediately acknowledge the name HiveMC.
 

Despite having just lately shut-down their Java operations, HiveMC is still massively

widespread on the Bedrock Version of Minecraft, with thousands of players at peak hours of

the day.
 

Gameplay wise, HiveMC proudly options a number of excessive-quality and nicely-made

minigame model gamemodes for players, together with the likes of Murder Mystery,

BedWars, BlockParty, Survival Games, Loss of life Run, Hide and Search and more.
 

Common Playercount: 15,000+
 

Minecraft Version: Newest (Bedrock Edition Only)
 

2) CubeCraft Video games - IP: play.cubecraft.internet
 

Up next is CubeCraft, a a lot adored server that's been around for nearly 10 years. When it

comes to content material, followers of Mineplex will find themselves at house right here

because of the quality of Cubecraft's unique minigame selection. Some fan favorites of such

embrace EggWars, Fortunate Blocks, BlockWars, MinerWare and Survival Games.
 

Despite shifting focus to their bedrock operations as of late, CubeCraft still affords an

important expertise for each Java Edition and Bedrock Version players. What Minecraft

Towny Servers means is that buddies can play cross-platform Minecraft with each other very

easily by means of the server.

https://minecraft-servers.biz/towny/
https://minecraft-servers.biz/towny/


 

Common Playercount: 3,000+
 

Minecraft Model: Latest (Bedrock & Java Version)
 

1) Hypixel - IP: hypixel.web
 

Final however not least is Hypixel, a massively fashionable server that definitely wants no

introduction to the majority of Minecrafters.
 

Hypixel is sometimes thought-about the "enemy" of Mineplex, as both have battled previously

for the spot of hottest Minecraft server. In the eyes of many, nonetheless, Hypixel has now

gained the race and is simply too far ahead for Mineplex to ever catch up.
 

Blasting past 100,000 players during peak hours, the servers' unparalleled success cannot

be thought of a fluke. Hypixel has steadily grown to its large measurement through the years,

with fixed innovation and enhancements all through over 40 unique minigames.


